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- How about GPUs?
  - High computing power
  - Mass market with strong development support
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Worst case delay: \texttt{batch\_transfer\_granularity/line-card\_rate}
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QoS wins!
- Adaptive warp scheduler through Task FIFO and DCQ
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How?
- CPU/GPU connected to the shared, centralized memory
- Execution model compatible with traditional CPU/GPU systems

Why?
- Except throughput…
- Serves as a large packet buffer – impractical in traditional routers!
- Avoid consistency issues in shared memory systems
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  - ROB-like structure called DCQ
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- Benchmarks: hand-coded complete software router in CUDA
  - Checking IP header → Packet classification → Routing table lookup → Decrementing TTL → IP fragmentation and Deep packet inspection
  - Various packet traces with both burst and sparse patterns

- gpgpu-sim -- cycle accurate CUDA-compatible GPU simulator
  - 8 shader cores
  - 32-wide SIMD, 32-wide warp
  - 1000MHz shared core frequency
  - 16768 registers per shader core
  - 16KByte shared memory per shared core

- Maximally allowed concurrent warps (MCW) per core
  - They compete for hardware resources
  - They affect the updating/fetching frequency
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Scalability
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